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THE WEYL CROUP OF I{. GRADED LIE ALGEBR'A

uDc sle'4 i' s' v'NBERG

Abstract, The action of the group G,, of fixed points of a semisimple automorphism

0ofareductivealgebtaicgroupGonaneigenspacelzclfthisautomor'phism'intheLie
algebra g of the group G is considered. il-he linear grouPs which are obtainerj in this

manner are called d4roups in this papet; they have certain properties which are analogous

to properties of the adjoint group. ln pairticular, the ncltions of Cartan subgroup and

weyl group can be introduced for o-groups- It is showrr that the weyl grovp is gener-

ated by complex reflections; from this it follows that the algebrra of invariants of any

O€rouP is free.

BibliograPhY : 30 titles.

In the theory of semisimple Ue algebras, the Weyl $oup s€I\res to describe the

equivalence of elements of the Cartan sutralgebra with respect to ttre adj'oint group' (We

remark that it is not a priori clear that thris equivalence should be described by any group

actinB in the cartan subalgebra.) The weyl group of a semisimple Lie algebra was first

considered by weyl [2J.in lgz5, In subsequent papers ([8] and [9J), r(.]artan established

tire Weyl group's most important prop€rt:ies-

ln l9Z7 Cartan extended the Weyl group concept to symmetric spraces- From the

local point of view, the complex syrnmetric spac€ of a semisimple Ue group G is a Lie

algebra gwhich isgraded rnodulo z:g= go +g1 (where 0and I are residuesmodulo 2)-

The Cartan subalgebra of g is an abelian rsubspace . c gr which consists of semisimple ele-

ments and which has the property that e'very semisimple element erf g, :is equivalent to an

element of c under the action of the subgroup Go c r? which corresponds to the subalgebra

3o c g and which acts in g, naturally. (Thr iinear grtup which is defirred by this action

is the ,.isotropy group" of the symmetric space.) The Weyl group of the symmetric space

is a finite linear group I4l which acts in c and which has the property thrat two elements of

c are equivalent with respect to Go if and only if the;y are equivalent under the action of

lr.
In this paper, the concepts of Cart:an subalgebra and Weyl group are extended to

semisimple complex Lie algebras which are graded modulo any m: g = Ilo + 9r + ' ' '

* g^_., (0, l, . . , m - I are residues rnodulo z). Moreover, the Carl;an subalgebra c

lii-,h:-paper 
it is the Cartan subspace) irs a subspace in 91 , the Weryl grouP is a finite
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linear group which acts inc, and the properties are fulfilled which were formulated above

for the case m = l. The classical situations considered above are the special cases which

occur when m equals I and 2, respectively'

A basic propeily of the Weyl grcrup as a finite linear group is thrat it is generated by

reflections.. (For the Weyl group of anr arbitrary symmetric space, this was apparently fust

proved by chevalley. His proof appears in t2sl.) In this psp€r, it is shown that this prop-

erty holds for any m.,provided we takre for our reflections the cromplex reflections; that is,

the linear transformations which can be described ilr some basis by a rnatrix of the form

where co is some root of unity. A peculiarity of the classical situation is that there exists a

basis of the Cartan subalgebra in whicln all the elements of the Weyl SrouP can be described

by real (and even rational) matrices, so that all the reflections are the ordinary "mirror" re'

flections with <o : - l. For m > 2, tihis is not, as a rule, the case. Iior one of the most in-

teresting examples, one can look at a Ue algebra of type E, which isi graded modulo 3' Its
Weyt group is an irreducible linear group of order 1i55, 520 which acts in 4dimensional space

and which is generated by reflections of period 3. (This algebra was investigated in detail inr

l6l .)
In rnany cases (in the above example and in those introduced e,arlier), the Weyl group

of the graded ue algebra g coincides rvith the centralizer o[ a regular (in t]re sense of springer

l22D element in the ordinary Weyl group of g. In these cases, the fact that the Weyl grouP

is generated by reflections can be obtained from the results of [22], which also give the de'

grees of its basis inrrariants.

The ciassification of the semisinrple elements of a semisimple [,ie algebra is closely

connected with the description of the invariants ol'the adjoint group" Therefore, it is

natural to expect that the Weyl group should play an important role in this question. This

is indeed the case. There is a theorenr of Chenlle'y (see [ll] and l1l,5l , as well as t23l)

according to which the algebra of inviuiants of the adjoint 8roup, resitricted to the Cartan

subalgebra, can be mapped isomorphir:ally onto the algebra of invariants of the lVeyl grouP'

An analogous theorem, also due to Chevalley, exists for the invariants of the isotroPy group

of a symmetric space (see [25f ). In rthis paper, it is shown that this ass€rtion is true for the

invariants of the group 6o in the spar:e gr of a sernisimple Lie algebna g graded modulo any'

m.

On the other hand, ir was shown by Coxeter [15] and b1, Shephard and Todd [28J'

and then more sirnply by Chevalley l'771, that the algebra of invaria:nts of any finite linear

goup which is generated by complex reflections possesses a free (i-e., algebraically indepen-

dent) system of homogeneous generators.(l ) If we appl)' this theorerm to the Weyl grouP,

and if we take into account the abovrg-mentioned i,somorphism, then we may conclude that

for any periodically graded semisimple Ue algebra g, the algebra of invariants of the group

#

(l) tn th8t paper, Chevrgey considerred only reflections of period 2; however, his proof Soes

through without change for arbitrary rcfler:tions'

('ll
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Go in the space 91 possesses a free systern of homogeneous Benerators'

It would be very interesting to find all the reductive algebraic linear groups which have

a fiee algebra of invariants.(2) Appuentlly, there are 'very few suclt SrouPs. [t is known [28]

that the only finite linear groups which fall into this category are those which are generated

by reflections. This is by no means the r:ase for infin:ite groups, since ftere are very few in'

finite reductive linear groups which are grengvated by reflections [2al . It is apparently nearer

to the truth, though still false, that the connected reductive linear groups with free algebras

of invariants are those linear goups which are obtained by the above construction from

periodically graded Lie algebras together with, perhaps, some groups wtrich differ from them

only in their centers. For a counterexample to this conjecture, one may take certain locally

transitive linear groups and groups with one invariant. A less trivial counterexample is

Sprn(13): its algebra of invariants is freely generated by two polynomills'

In addition to what has already bergn mentioned, this paper conta.ins an investigation of

the orbital decornposition of the closure:i of the orbits and of the level varieties of the in-

variants of Ge in g r . The results which are obtained generalize the corresponding results of

Kostant tl6] for the adjoint group and of Kostant and Rallis [17J for the isotropy grouP

of a symmetric space. The most importrant of these lesults states that any level variety of

invariants contains only a finite number of orbits. lt is interesting to rrote that, as was

pointed out by Kac [14] , the linear grorrps which are considered in thirs paper almost ex-

haust the collection of irreducible algebraic linear groups which possess this propert/'

The results of this paper were ann(cunced in [3 ] '

I wish to thank several participant:s in the Lie groups seminar which I conduct jointly

with A. L. Onif;ik at Moscow State University for their valuable suggestions: D. N. Ahiezet,

V. G. Kac, V. L. popov, O. V. Svarcman, and A. G. EtaXviti. I wish also to thank Profesor

T. A. Springer, who sent me a preprint rlf his paPer'

A few words on notation and ternrinology: as usual, Lie groups (.algebraic groups) are

denoted by capital ktin letters, while tlheir Ue algeb,ras are denoted by the corresponding

lower case Gothic letters.

The tangent space ro a variety M at a point x is denoted by T*QM). Except for $6,

the topological terminology everywhere refers to the Zariski topology; in $6 the complex

topology is used. However, the terTns "connected" and "closed" can tle understood in

either sense.

$1. Gradd Lie algebras

l. Dnrlnrrrox. We will consider Lie algebras over the field C of complex numbers-

l*t m be any natural number or cp. We will denote by Z^, the group of residues modulo

m,if n is frnite;if m: F, thenZ* will be understood to stand for 7L. We will say that

the Ue algebra g is graded modulo rr, ett Z^-gaded, if it decomposes into the direct sum

of subspaces 91 ,k eZ^, in such a way that [gr.'grl C gr+t'

If rn is finite, then the linear tranriformation 0 defined by

0 (.r) : oA.t. for x € gn, (l.r)

(2) w. rernark that if a finitely generated homogeneous subdgebra of a polynomial algebra is free,

then it has a free system of homogeneous tenerators'
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where<rl=OXP(2ni/m,),isanautomorphismofg.Ilromthisautomorphismandfromrn,
one can r€construct the gradation, since the subspaces of the grariation are eigenspaces of

0.Moreover,anyautomorphism0ofgiwhichsatisfiesthecondition(|m-lcanbeusedto
define a z^-gradation: we let the $* be: the eigenspaces of B.

lf m = e, the formula

0, (x) : tkx for 'rr G gA

defines a one-parameter group 0 of autrcmorphisms of g. From this group of automorPhisms,

the gradation can be reconstructed. Elery diagonalizable one-parameter grouP of automor-

phisms defines a Z-gradation: the subryaces of the gradation are the weight $Paces'

If the Lie algebra g is graded morlulo m,we will denote it by {13' 0 ' m}' where 0 is

the automorphism or the one-parameter group of ar.utorno'phisms which we defined above'

We will sornetimes shorten this notation to {g' 0}'

2. Simple components. :,et {g,0, ,n} be a reductive graded Lie algebra' lrt us con-

sider a decornposition of g into the direct sum of its center g(o) and the simple ideals g(r),

i=1,....,si

g : g(o) -1- > g('1.

j-ll

The automorphism 0 preserves g(o) and perrnutes gl(t)' ' ' ' 'g(:)' Lpt us assume that

'(g(t);: 
gtil,g(g(ri; = g(r) ,0(g$-1)) =9(d) and g(gto); = g(t)' It is clear that

dlm.The simple graded Ue algebra {gil),0(i),m(l)1, where 6f(l) == gdlgJr) and *(t) -

m/d,will be carred asimpre component of the graded ue algebra {g,0,fii}, as will every

simple graded Lie algebra which is similarly constructed. (For m = 'o, d will always equal

l.)
3. Scalar multiplication. If g is the Ue algebrra of the linear allgebraic group G c

GL(U), then the formula

(x, Al :'lr x! (l'4)

defines an invariant scalar multiplication on g which is nondegenerate if and only if G is

reductive.

A reductive graded ue algebra {.g,0} will be called algebraic if it can be realized as

the ue algebra of a reductive algebrai,c group G C GL(U) in such a way that the automor'

phism g is induced by an inner automorphism of GL(u). under these conditions, the scalar

multiplication defined by (l .4) will be nondegenerate and invariant rvith respect to 0 ' Every

semisimple graded Ue algebra is algebraic: G may be taken to be the adjoint group of g, for

example. A reductive graded Ue algebra is algebraic if and only if the restriction of 0 to

the center of g can be described by irrvertible integral rnatrices in so.me basis'

I-et {g, 0} be an algebraic reductive graded Lie algebra, and lert ( , ) be a nondegenerate

invariant and g-invariant scalar multipilication in 9. lt is easy to see that

(gt' gr) :o' if k:' '' I;F o'

Consequently,g* and g-1, ate dual spaces with respect tq the scalar multiplication' In

(1.2)

(1.3)

(r.5)
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particular, the scalar multiplication is nondegenerate on go. This means that 9s is a reductive

Ue algebra, and that it is, moreover, the Ue algebra of a reductive algebratc group.

In what fouows, we will consider only reductive algebraic graded Lie algebras.

4. The Jordan decomposition. In the Ue algebra g of an algebraic linear group G, each

element x can be uniquely represented in the form

x,:xs*xn, (r.6)

wherex" is a semisimple elernent,x' is a nilpotent element, and [x'xnl = 0' The de-

composition in (1.6) is called the Jordan decompositia,n, and the elementsx, and xttare

called the semrsimple and nilptent parts of the element x, respectively.

Let A be an automorphism of g which is inducecl by an automorplhism of 6 (as an al-

gebraic group). Then 0 maps semisimple elements to semisirnple elemenrts and nilpotent ele-

ments to nilpotent elements. It follows r.hat if g(tr) =, {x € 9: g(x) : )tx} is an eigenspace

of 0, then the semisimple and nilpotent parts of any e:lement ; € g(I) also belong to g(I).

lf G is a reductive algebraic group, then every element of the center of g is semisimple-

Now let tg, 0 ] be an algebraic reductive graded Ue algebra. The properties of semi-

simplicity and nilpotence of elements of g do not depend on its realization as the Ue algebra

of a reductive algebraic linear group. It jis clear from the preceding discussion that both

components of the Jordan decomposition of an element x €i $* (for anlr k) also belong to

9*.

$2. Linear goups which are itssocbted with graded Lie algebras

i. Definition. I*t tg, 0 , mj be a graded Lie angebra, let G be any connected gouP

having g as its Ue algebra, and let Go be the connected subgroup of G which corresponds

to the subalgebra go. From the propert)' [go,gr] C 3r, it follows that the adjoint repre-

sentation of the group G induces, by restriction, a linear representation Pp of Go in 3r (for

any k). The linear group pk(Gi does nrot depend on the choice of G in the class of locally

isomorphic groups. If one is interested only in linear groups which are obtained in this

manner, one may restrict one's attention to the case k = l. Indeed, for any k, one may

pass to a new Lie algebra g'which is graded modulo ifi = m/(m, k) by setting 6p:$pr for

p € Z^. We will then have $o = 9o antl $r = 9r.
We will say that the linear group pr(Go) is associated with the gr,aded Lie algebra

{g, 6 , rn}, and we will denote it by L(g, a, rn ) (or sirnply by L(g, 0 )). The space in which

it acts (i.e.,91) will be denoted by V(9,0, n) (or sinrply by Z(g' 0)).

Along with Go, we can have larger goups acting naturally inr gr. Namely, let us

suppose that 0 is induced by an automorphisrn of G t[this will always happen if G is simply

connected), We denote this automorphi:sm of G by 0, also, and we consider the following

subgroups:

6$ : G= O :0 (g) == g|,

G2:GeC:0(e)= 6YmcdZ)'

(2.1)

(2.2)

where Z is the center of G. It is clear t)hat Go c G0 C Gtz. The adjoint representation of

G induces, by restriction, a representation of G0, (not! only of Go) in gr. Indeed, if g €

Gog, then 0 (S) = gz, where z € Z, and
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0 ((Ad S) .r) : (Ad e Uf)) 0 (x) : Q) (Ad gz) 'f, : (D 1l[d g) 'r

for any x € 91, since (Ad g)gr g gr. The representation thus obtained extends the repre-

sentation p, of Go, and we will denote it by p1, also. The lineargroup pJG9z) does not

depend on the choice of G (in the class of locally isomorphic groups]l; we will denote it by

L zG, 0 , m) (or simply L z(g, 0)).

It is clear that the connected cornponent of the identity of d coincides with Gs; if G

is a srmply connected semisirnple group, then we know by a welll-knc'wn theorem (see [l J or

tlgl) that Ga is connected, and hence that it coincides with Go. Rtryarding the relationship

between Ge and dr,the following is true: the fact,or group dr,tC' :is isomorphic to a sub-

group of the cerrter Z. tndeed, the marpping g --+ (f (g)flI is a hom<lmorphism of @ into

Z whose kernel is Go -

Z. A canonical decomposition. IJt L(t), . . . , L@) be linear Sroups acting in the

spaces V0') , V(p), respectively. We define their direct product;(t) * ' ' ' * 7@)

to be the linear group L whictr is abstractly isomorphic to the direct product of the groups

LQ),.. . , y@') lrr6which acts in the direct sum V of the spaces V(t),. . .,V(p) stsst6itt

to the formula

(g,, ..., gp)(ur-l *up)==gr0r* *gpvp (gie=L(0, orEy(')).

We define the trivtd linear grou7t of degree q to be the trivial group acting in a q-

dimensional vector sPace'

It is completely clear that if a graded Lie algebra decornposes into the direct sum of

graded Ue algebras, then the linear group which is associated with it decomPoses into the

direct product of the linear groups wh,ich are associated with the graded Ue algebras which

are the direct summands.

It follows from this remark and from the lenrma below that if {9,0} is a reductive

graded Lie algebra, then the linear group L(g,0) decomposes into the direct prduct of the

linear groups asociated with the simple components of {,g,0} (pce (i 1.2) and the trivial

linear group, which arises frorn the center of g. fuianalogotls statennent is true for L7 (g' 6).

[.sMMn. Let {g,0, m} be a sen'tisimpte graded Lie algebra with a single simple com-

ponent tg(t),0(l), z(l)). Then the linear groups L(g,g) and tG(t),0(t)) are isomorphic.

hoor. I.et g : g(l) + . . . * g(d) be a decomposition of g into the sum of simple

idealssuchthat0(g(0)=g(f+r) (i= 1,.. .,d- l)and 0(g(d);:g(t). Theelementx:

xr * . . * xd(xi€g(0)belongs togk if and orrly if 0(xr) = c'>kiYr+, (f : 1, "',d
- l) and g(xi = <,)kxt It is clear from this that,r is uniquely defined by xp where we

let x, be any element of gtl) which satisfies Td(x.,t): akdxlii.€.,which belongstog[t)'

In this wEy, the projection of g ontolJ(t) induces an isomorphisrn of gk ontogft) 1it is

natural that in this situation g* and g, "coalesce" irf k = I mod -(')). The lemma follows.

3. Nilpotent elements. In this and the following subsections, {9,0,m} will be a

reductive algebraic graded Lie algebra. The goal of this section is tc' characterize the nil-

potent elements o1 gr - V(g,O) in terrms of L(g, r?) and to prove that the nurnber of classes

of these elements with resPect to the action of L(9,0) is finite.
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pnoposnroN 1. The element x e 9'(g,0) rs nilpotent if and only if the closure of its

orbit under the actton of L(g,0) contains O'

pnoor. If x is nilpotent, then it follows from the Morozov theorem that thete exists

anelernentft€gsuihthat [h,xJ =x. If ftoistheprojectionof /zonto$g,then [fto,xl

- x. I-et us consider the one-parameter group A, = P1(exp fho) C f Q,0)' It is clear that

limr-*-- Arx = 0. F
ConverseIy,suppose0€ffi;then0€(Ado',also.Itislvellknown(see,for

example, [23J) that every element x of I which has this Property is nilpotent'

pp.oposrrrox 2. There are only a Jlnite numbet' of classes of nilpotent elements of

V (g, 0) with respect to the action of L(g, 0)'

This proposition follows from the fract that the number of classes of nilpotent elements

of g itself is finite ([7] and [20]), once rve have the lbllowing lemma, ''which is a general'

ization of a theorem of Richardson [20J '

Lruun.LetHCGL(U)beanaltrebraiclineargroup,tetLbeoclosed,connected
subgroup of H, and let V C lJ be a subsptsce invsiant with respect to I,. Suppose that for

anyvectorveV

0u frV :ta. Q3)

Then the intersection of any orbit of H rvith the subs,pace ll is a smoot'h manifold each

ineducible component of whtch is an orbit of L'

Pnoor. bt uo € V and, v € Hv, t1 V' We have

To(Huon n C:ro n Y :kt -To(Lu)'

on the other hand, f/uo o v ) Ltt. It follows that u is a nonsiqgular point of l/uo

n V,and that the orbit lu is open inl/uo 
^ 

V. Since this is true for any u €Hvo n V,

the lernma follows.

hoop or Pnorostrtoru 2. we apply the lemma to the case wherre u : 9, H : Ad G,

L: L(g, g), and V -- V(g,0). Property (2.3) is a consequence of the properties of the

gradation.

4. The semisimple elements of V(g, 0) can also be characterized intrinsically.

pnoposnroN 3. An element x e v(g,0) rs semisimple if and onlf if its orbit under

the action of I(9, 0) is closed.

pnoor. The assertion is known to be true for the adjoint group (set, for example,

tZ3]). I-et x e V(g,0) be a semisimple element. Then its orbit under the action of Ad G

is closed in g; by the lemma of the previous subsection, however, the orbit of x under the

action of L(g,g) is one of the irreducible components of (AdC)x n Vt(g,0) and is therefore

closed in Iz(9, 0).

Now let x be an element of Z(g, r?) which is not semisimple. Lpt us consider its

Jordan decomposition: x = r" * x' By the Morozov theorem, the centralizer of x, (which

is a reductive Lie algebra) contains an el,ement h such that [h, xnJ = )cn" We may assume
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that h e 3o. Then At = P1(exp rh) e [(g, B), and lirnl* --Atx = Is. Consequently, x,

lies in the closure of the orbit of x, although not, clearly, rn the orbit itself. Hence, the

orbit of x is not closed.

h,oposruox 4. The closure of ithe orbit of ony elernent x € V'(g,0) contains exactly

one closed orbit, rtamely, the orbit of i,ts semisimple part xs.

h,oor. We have already shown that x, is contained in the orbit of x, so that the orbit

of x" is contained in the orbit of x, als,c. No other closed orbit could be contained in the

orbit of x, since any two closed invariant sets can be separated b'y inv;ariant polynomials [18] ;

however, it is clear that the invariant polynomials are constant ott the closure of an orbit.

5. The tangent space to an orbit. I*t x e v t(g,o ) = I r . The rrangent space to the

orbit of x is [go,rl . We will calculate its orthogonal complement inlJ-1, which is dua] to

g, with respect to the invariant scalar rnultiplicationr (see $1.3). I*t'us suPpose that the

element./ € 9-r is orthogonal to [go,,tJ . Then for any a € 9o we have

0 : (ta, xl, g') - (d,1r, 9l).

Since the scalar multiplication is nondergenerate enffo, it fbllows that [x,y] = 0. Con'

versely, if [x, yJ = O, then 7 is orthogonat to [9q,;rl . T1rus, we have proved

pnoposrrlow 5. The tangent sprTc€ to the orhit of on element -r € V (g' 0) is the

orthogonal complement to the centrali'zer of x ing*t.

6. Graded Lie algebras of z€7o runk We say that {9, 0} rs a g'aded Lie algebra of

zero rank if each elernent of lr(g,0) isr nilpotent. In this ctlse, I/(9,0) contains only a

hnite number of orbits of t(g,9), so that there exists an oPen orbit' The points of this

orbit will be called elements in general position in the spoce V (g' 0). It follows from

proposition 5 that x is a point in gene:ral position il'and only if the centralizer of x in g-r

is trivial.
we note that every z-graded Lie algebra has zero rank. Indeed, the one-parameter

group of automorphisms (1.?) of g acts in V(g,8) as multiplication b'y /. Consequently,

every element x E V(g,0) is conjugate in g to the,element fx fcrr an)f t € C*. and is there-

fore nilpotent.

A periodicalty graded Lie algebra can also have zero rank (see tlhe examples at the end

of $S and in the table in $9).

S3. The Cartam subspace and the Weyl group'

In this section, {g, 0, m} will be a reductive algebraic graded Lire algebra, and G will

be a connected reductive algebraic line:ar group whose Lie algebra is isomorphic to 3. We

will suppose that 0 is the differential of an automorphism of G (as an algebraic group) which

we will also denote by 0. By means of (1.4), an invariant and d-invariantscalar multipli-

cation ( , ) is defined in g. We will denote lt(g, 0) and I,(9, 0) by V'and L'

For any sel M C g, we will denote its centralizers in g and G, respectively, by eW)

nd Z(M). If M c gr (for some k), tthen eW) and, Z\M) are invariant with resPect to B-

If $is a p-invariant subalgebra of g, then we will denote !r fl 96 by br,so that $ -
r(? 1k'
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l. The Cartan subspace. fury abelian maximal subspace c of V which consists of

semisimple elements will be called a Cartatn subspace oJ' the graded Lie a:lgebra {9, 0}. In

the cases m - I and m :2, this definitio;n coincides n'ith the clasical definitions of the

Cartan subalgebra of a semisimple Lie alge,bra and of a symmetric space.

pt c be a Cartan subspace. We willl denote by t the smallest algetrraic subalgebra of

Swhich containsc. This, clearly, will be the Lie algebra of an algebraic torus ?nwhich is

invariant with respect to g. L,et e = {et ,er} be a basis of twhic}r is dual to a basis

of the lattice of characters of ?". The linear transformation O:0ls is represented in the

basis e by an integral matrix, so that it ha,s a characterjistic polynomial / with rational co-

efficients. since tr = c, it fouows that one of the roots of t,his polynonirial is equal to c^r

and has multiplicity equal to dim c. Therr every primitive mth root of urnity is a root of /
with the same multipticity. Hence, we get the inequali,ty dinr t 2 g(m) ' dim c, where I is

the Euler function.

We actually have equality. Indeed, a subspace of't is an algebraic subalgebra if and

only if it is defined in the basis e by mearns of linear equations with rational coefficients-

The subspace i: I(* ,tn)=1ts has this p,roperty, since it can be defined as the kernel of

the linear transform.tion g-(O), where 97, is a cyclotomic polynomial. Hence, T is an al'

gebraic subalgebra. Since T ) c, it follows from the definition of t that T' : t. Thus,

t==
(ft,n):1

q(m)-dimcqrkg.

Any g-invariant torus T C G whose Lie algebra t; possesses property (3.1) will be called

a 7-torus. An argument similar to that given above shrows that for every' 0-torus ?', the di'

mensions of the subspacesbs, with (k,m'.1: 1, are equal. It is also clearr that the torus ?n

which we constructed above is a maximal 0-torus. Co:nversely, if I'is a maximal 0'torus,

then t, is a Cartan subspace. Thus, there, is a natural one-to'one conespondence between the

Cartan subspaces of the graded Lie algebru {g,0} and the maximal ?-tori of G.

2. The cennalizer of a &rtan subs,Dace. For any set M of commuting semisimple ele-

ments of V,the centraJizertW) of M ing is a reductirve algebraic subal;gebra of maximal

rank which is invariant with respect to g. We will den,ote the commutatlor of this algebra by

gM and its center by &M. We have

g (,tt) : gM -1- 6^of,

and also thatgM and gM are innariant with respect to 0.

The centnlizer Z(M) of M in G is ir connected subgroup which de:composes into an

almost direct Product

z (,14i) : G* . ZM ,
(3.4)

where GM is its commutator and ZM is its connected center-

h.opostttoN 6. A subspace c C l' consisting o,f commuting, sem;isimple elements is

a Cartan subsPace if and onlY if

As a corollary, we get

47r

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)
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1) Ai = c, and

2) {gt, 0} is a graded Lie algebra of zero rank-

The proof is clear. (For the definition of a graded Ue algebra of zero rank, look in

$2.6.)
lrt c be a Cartan subspace. Thern

I(c),-c*gf, (3.s)

where every element of c is semisimple and every element of gi is nillpotent. The components

of the Jordan decomposition of any element x € 3(e), coincide with its components with

respect to the decomposition (3.5).

We now decompose g into the sum of its weight spaces with rerspect to c. The set of

weights (linear funqtions on c) which arppear in this decomposition will be denoted by E(c).

The following ploperties of an element x € c are equivalent:

l) o(x)*0 Vo€X(c);
2) A(x) = a(c).
The elements x which poss€ss these properties will be called ele'ments in generol

position in the C-artan wbsPace c.

3. Equivalence of Carton subspaces. Let us consider the set R(c) of elements x €

a(c), for which x, is an element in general position in c. It is clear that R(c) is a nonempty

open subset of 3(c)t.

h,oposmlon 7. The set fR (c) is open in V-

hoor. It is enough to show that the mapping f, Go x R(c)'-"+ l/ defined by

IG, x) : PrGl)t (ge Go' xe R (c))'

has rank equal to dim V at every poinrt. Because of homogeneity considerations, it is enou:'

toestablishthisforpointsof theforrn(e,x). Fordg=a€ 9s and dx--.1 €3(c)r,we

have at such points that

df (g, xl : fa, xl * A,

so that the proof reduces to checking the equation

[!]0, .vl *l (c)r : gr (3.6)

for an arbitrary x € R(c)-

[-et us suppose that the element ] C g-, is orthogonal to the lefl part of (3.6). By

virtue of hoposition 5, its orthogonaliity to [go, x] implies that y € aftLt. From the

uniqueness of the Jordan decornposition, it follows that Z(x) C Z(xr,), and hence ttrat 3(x)
c a(xr) = ?(c). Thus, .y belongs to 3(:!r md is o:rthogonal to a(c)l . Since {3(")' 0} is a

reductive algebraic graded Ue algebra, it follows that 3(c)1 and 3(c)-,1 are dual with respect

to the scalar multiplication, so that 7 : o, and (3'6) is proved'

THsonpu l. For any &rtan ntbspaces cand c' of a graded Lie algebra {8,A},there

exrsrs an elem,ent A € I(g, 0) ntch that Ac = c'-
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pnoor. Lrt us consider fR(c) and lR(c'). Since they are Zariski-open in Iz(Ptopo-

sition ?), it follows that they have nonempty intersecti,on. This irnplies that there exist

x €R(c) and A e L such that Ax eR(i). We will sh,ow that.4c : c'.

We have c c a(x) C 3(x.) : l(c). It follows frorn this and (3.5) that c coincides with

the set of semisimple elements of 3(x)r. tn just the same wflY, c' c,oincides with the set of

semisimple elements of t(A*), : Ag(u_)1. Consequently ,Ac = c' .

Conounny. Every semisimple element of V is ntnpped by some transformation from

L to a fixed C.artan wbsPace.

The dimension of a Cartan subspace of a graded Ue algebra '[3,0} will be called the

rank of {9,0}.
4. The lleyl group. Let c be a Cartan subspace. The group W = I/(9, 0) of linear

transformations of c which are induced b:r the eiemen'ts of I, which f-x c is called the Weyl

group of the graded Ue algebla {g,0} (with respect t1l c)' lt is obviors that W =
N(c)s/Z(c)o' where

/V (c)o : {g € Oo: (Ad g) c : c}'

Z(c)r: (Ee Go: (Ad Elx ,: x V.u e c) : Z (c) fl Go.

h,oposltrox 8. 141 is finite-

pnoor. LEIT be the smallest torus whose Ue algebra contains c (see subsection l).

It is clear thatgT{t =,T for everyg€/V(c)s,aDd also that geZ(T) if and only if g€

z(c). Hence, ll may be identified with a subgroup of' w(g,T): wg) = N(T)/Z(T),

where N(T) is the norrnalizer of I in G. It is well known that W(,,7) is finite (for any torus

f). ConsequentlY, I/ is fuiite, also.

Rruenx. It is clear that I{/ is contained in the subgroup }/(I)0 of WQ\ consisting

of the elements which commute with Q on T. Under certain condition$' one can prove that

W = W(T)o . This is true, for example, itl I is a maxi:mal torus.

The role of the Weyl group is clarified by the fcrllowing theorem.

THronpu 2. If the element x of tlle Cartan subspace e con be mapped to an element

y of e by a transformation from L, then x con be mapped t,o y by a trttnsformation from w-

hoor. I*t y = Ax, where A e L. I-et us consider the graded Ue algebta {3(.P), d}.

The subspaces c and A,:. are Cartan subspaces of {3(y'), 0 }. By Theorem l, there exists an

element E e t(g(y),g) such that 8.4c =' c. It is clear that F is the restriction to 3(y)t of

a transformation B e I,. We have 8.,4c =' c and BAx ,= y. '[he restrict:ion of BA to c is the

desired element of W.

$'1. lnrnariants

l. The invariants and the quotient space of a reductive linear grcrup- I-et I be a

reductive algebraic group of linear transfrrrmations of a spac"e V- We will denote bv CI14

the algebra of polynomials on V and, by C ln" the subalge'bra of l-invariant polynomials.

By Hilbert's theorem, the algebra ctn' has a frrite system of generators, saY { Fr
. . . , Frj. kt us consider the mapping Q: l/ -+ cP defined by
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O (x) == (F, (r), . . . , F, (r)).

It is known (see, for example, [18]) that AV ) is a closed subset of Cp and that it is at the

same time an algebraic affine variety. We will call jlt the quotient sparce of V with respect tQ

L and wil.l denote it by V/f . We can consider Q to be a mapping ol'P'onto V/t. The

pair { V/L,ID} does not depend on thrg ctroice of t}re finite system o1i generators of CIVIL .

The space V/t, considered together with O, is not, generally speaking, a quotient space

in the set-theoretic sense. This means that the fiben of O need not r:oincide exactly with

the orbits of Z (although they always consist of whole orbits). It is known, however [18J'

that each fiber contains exactly one closed orbit. In particular, if I is finite, then the fibers

coincide with the orbits.

LEtfIv{e. If L is connected, thert each fiber of Q is connected-

hoon. Since each irreducible ciomponent o1'a fiber is a closerJ invariant set, it must

contain a closed orbit, For every cornponent of a given llber, this h:rs to be the same orbit.

Consequently, the fiber is connected.

2. The invariants and the orbits of L(g, 9). Beginning at this point, we will assume

that L - L(g,6) is the linear group associated with a reductive algebraic graded Ue algebra

tg,0]. The notation will be the s8rn0 as in $3.

Tlrsonetvr 3. Two elements of 1t fail to be separated by the invariotts (i.e., they lie in

the sane fiber of q if ond only if thctir semisimplet parts belong to the sarne orbit.

The proof is clear from Proposition 4 and the fact that a fiber can contain orily one

closed orbit.

THsonEM 4. In each fiber of Q, there ore ol:tly a finite number 6tf orbits.

h.oor. By Theorem 3, it is enough to shor*, that the elements af V with a given semi'

simple part x cornprise a finite number of orbits oli LQQ), 0); this, however, follows from

Proposition 2.

(4. 1)

Conolr.eny I . In each ineduc'ible component of each fiber ctf Q, there is an open

(ond hence dense) orbit. '*l

Conollenv 2. Alt the fiben ctf cb are algebraic varieties whtich are purely of the 
I

ssme dimension, which is the mocima,l dimension Of the orbits of L' {
I

hool Set q = dim V - dim l/17. By a theorem on the fibt;rs of a rational trans' 
I

formation (see, for example, [26]), there exists an oPen set in V/L such that the fibers 
t

over its points comprise an algebraic rrariety whictr is purely of dimensiong, and such that \
all the irreducible components of all the general-position fibers have dimension no les than 

I
q. On the other hand, the orbits of rnaximal dimension cornprise a.n open set in I/. BV 

t
Corollary l, it follows that the manimal dimensionr of an orbit is q and that every irreduciblelf

component of every fiber has dimension q.

THeonel,{ 5. The dimension of the quotient space V/L (whicl\ is the same as the

codimension of the fiberc of Q) is eqwl to the rank of tke graded Lie algebra {9, 0}.
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Pnoon. By the previous theorem, the desired dimension is equal to the coclimension

of the orbits "in general position". To o'btain such an orbit, we can talce the orbit of an

element x e 3(c), whose semisimple part is an element in general position in the Cartan sub-

space c, and whose nilpotent part is an element in gerreral prcsition in 9li (in the sense of

$2.6). By Proposition 5, the codimensic,n of the orb:it of x is equal to the dimension of

a(")-r. We have a(x) c A("r) = 3(c); cornsequently,?(x) = A' + p,whe,re F C g'(see the

notation in $3.2). It is clear that p is thre centralizer of xn in gt. Since {9",d} is a graded

Ue algebra of zero rank (hoposition 6), it follows that F-r = 0. Hence,g(x)-, =31ri
however, dim3ir = dimc, since31, andi 3! = c tr€ dual with respect to the scalar multi-

plication in g. Thr:s, the codimension of the orbit of x is equal to dime.;i.e.(bV definition)

the rank of {g,0}. It follows from PropositionT that the elements x c'f the above form, to-

gether with the elements equivalent to threm, comprise an open set in Z'; therefore, the

dimension of their orbits is the maxirnal dimension of'the onbits of Z.

3. Rational invariants.

THsonpM 6. Every L-invariant rati,onal function on V' is the quotient of two L-

invarian t polynomials.

ln order to prove the theorem, we need

hoposlrtorv 9. There exists an o)oen, L-invariant subset of Y su,ch that the restriction

of A tu ft has ineducible liberc.

Pnoor. To obtain such a subset, rve can take the set l,R(c),whir:h is open by Prop-

osition 7. Indeed, it follows from Theorem 3 that the fibers of the restriction of Q to this

set have the form L(x + gi), where x is an element i:r general position in c.

h,oor or Ttrponeu 6. We denote the field of'rational functions on V by C(l/) and

the subfield of Z-invariant rational functions bV C(V|L. By a theorem'of Rosenlicht [21],
there exist an l-invariant open subset V' C V, M irreducible algebraic variety M, and a

regular rational transformation g: V' + M possesing the fcrllowing properties:

(l) 9(V') = M, and

(2) the fibers of g coincide with tlhe orbits of ll in V' .

It follows from (l) and (2) that 9 iinduces an isomorphism of the field of rational

functions on M onto the field CV)L .

kt us consider the triangle of mappings

v, I v/L,\v\,1
M

where a is constructed in such a way tha,t ag = Q. It follows frorn the properties of g that

o is correctly defined and single valued. By a theorerrn frorn algebraic geometry (see, for

example, [5]), o is rational.

Deleting, if necessary,a subset of lt/', we may aissume that it satis:fies the hypothesis

of hoposition 9. Then awill be one-to-one, and by the above-mentioned theorem from

algebraic geornetry, c-l will also be rational. Thus, a is a birational marpping, and this is

equivalent to the assertion of the theorern.
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4. The connection with the invariants of the weyt group. If we restrict an .L-invariant

polynomial on V to c,we clearly get a lfl-inrariant polynomid. Thts, we have a restriction

homomorphism

P : C lVlt ..rC [clo', (4.2)

where C[.] w denotes the algebra of l/"invariant pol'ynomials on (:'

THEonsr4 7. The homomorphisnt in (4.2) is an isomorphism'

This algebra homomorphism delmes a polynornial mapping of the corresponding affine

algebraic varieties:

P' : c,t$ -,*V lL (43)

Conor,r,RRy. The mapping in (4.3) is an isornorphism of algebraic varieties'

The geometric meaning of p* is that it puts each orbit of lU ifltro correspondence with

the set of elements of ;z whose semisimple parts are equivalent to ele:ments of the orbit'

Pnoor or TFponEu 7. Since the value at x t3 V of. any invariiunt is the same as its

value at r", and since every sernisimple element is equivalent to an element of c, it follows

that an invariant is completely determined by the values it takes on c. This means that p

is a monomorPhism-

It is clear from the description o:f pr given above that it is surjerctive (this also follows

from the fact that p is a rnonomorphism). Theorenr 2 strows that p* is injective. Thus, p*

is bijective, and hence birational. In other words, p can be extended to an isomorphism of

the field of fractions.

LeMMe. The ring C[cJ ls tntegr'a! over p(Cll4L)'

p3gor. We assume that g is a linear Ue algebra. Iror each element t e gp we denote

its characteristic polynomial by f*(t). The coeflicients of this polynomial, considered as

functions on gr - V,are linvariant polynomials. We now let x run through c. Then the

coeffrcients of fr(t)will belong to p(c[4&). On the ot]rerhand, since the linear transfor-

mations of c can be simultaneorxly diagonalized, th,eir characteristic polynomials have the

form fr(t) = [Il= , (r - c'(x)), where o1 ' . . . ' Qn are linear functionrs which generate the

adjointspacec+of c. Since/.(q,) = rC(f = 11 ...'n),the functionsol, ' ,dn'viewed

as elements of C[c] , are integral over ,0(C[ mL)- Since ol, . . . , on generate C[c] ' the

lemma follows.

Coxcr.usroN oF rxs PnooF oF THroner\,r 7. It remains to establish that p is an

epimorphism. lyrt fbe an arbitrary lv'-inrnariant polynomial in c. By what we proved earlier,

it has the form p(Fr)/p(F),where F, and F, arc' elements of cvlL' on the other hand,

it follows from the lemma that /is inl.egral over p(c[v1''), so that 17 = Fr/F, is integral

over c vlL and, a fortiori, over cIV1. Consequerrrtly, F € C[p\ ' hloreovet, F is an in-

variant of L,so thatF €clnL. It is clear that /: p(f'). The theorem is proved.

$5. Saturation

In this section, we assume the same hypotheses and use the siune notation as in $3'

L Formulation of the property. In addition to the linear group L = L(9, 8)' we
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willconsiderthelargerlineargroupLz:)Lz(g,0)whichwedefinedini}2.l.Wewillsay
that the graded Ue algebm {g,0} is saturated if either of the following two obviously equiv-

aient conditions is satisfied:

l) Every closed orbit of L is invariant with resp€rgt to L7.

2) Every polynomial which is inrarizurt urith respect to I is also invariant with respect

to L2.

h,oposrrrox 10. The graded Lie aligebra {g, g} is saturated if ana!. only if every coset

of G|z wtth respect to Go(see the notatton in (2.1) ond (2.2\',1 contains an element which

commutes ufh every element of a Cortan subspace or,equivalently,with every element of

a maximal 0 -torus (see $ 3-l ).

hoon' First of all, let c be a fixed Cartan subsprace' We will consider an arbitrary

closed orbit o of L. It intersects c, let ts say, in the point x. The orbit o'is inrariant with

respect to L, if and only if each coset of L2 with respect to I contains a mapping which

fixes x or, equivarently, if cg c Goz(x). It x is an erernent in general position in c, then

Z(*): Z(e), Hence, {g,0} is saturated if'and only lt G?z C GoZ(c)'

To complete the proof of the proporiition, we make two observatio'ns. First, from the

equivalence of the Cartan subspaces with respect to L, it follows that if a coset of Geg with

respect to Go contains an element which comrnutes wil.h every element of any one of the

Cartan subalgebras, then the coset containrs an element which commutes with every element

of c. Second ,,if T is a rnaximal torus whose Ue algebra contains c, then Z(c) = Z(T)'

From the fact that L and L7 both decompose into the direct product of linear groups

corresponding to the simple components of {g, 0} and the trivial linear group (see $2'2)'

we have

hoposrrror.r 11. A graded Lie alge:bra is saturoted if and only if all of its simple

components are saturated.

2. Two properties which gl/smntee 'saturation'

PROpoSlrtox 12. If m is prime, then tg, 0 , mj is saturated.

hoon. It is enough to consider the case where G is a simply' connected, semisimple

group. We verify the conditions of Proposition l0 in this case, bt g e Gtt; i-e- 0 (s) -- gz,

where z €2. We decompose gnto a product g= gsgr, wheret, is semrisimple and 8, b

unipotent,andwhere Ergu=tugs- ThenOGrt=gsz and0(8r)==ga,sothatg:SrmodGo

Thus, we may assume that g is a sennisimple element. Irt us consider its centralizer

Z(d. This is a 6-invariant, connected, recluctive subg<lup. It contains a 0'invariant maximal

torus ?n. Like every maximal torus, ln corrtains the center of Z(s), so th.at,, in particular, T

contains g. T may be decomposed into the almost direct product clf tw,c t)-invariant tori:

T: ToI', where the Ue algebra of 2ns is to and the Lje algebra of'T'is )l**ot*. (Recall

thatt k: tn 9r.) Since m is prime,T'is a g'torus. 'Let g = go8', whe're go € ?no and

g' e T'. Then g = g' mod Go, and g' commutes with all the elements of' ury maximal 0-

torus which ccntains I'.
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hoposlrroN 13. Suppose there exfsrs a |-invariant maxirnal torus T of G satisfying

the following hypotheses'.

(1) to = 0, and

(2) T contains a macimal 9'torus.

Then {9,0) is sarurated.

h.oon. I*t us consider the endornorphism a of Iwhich is defined by a(r):0(r)r-1
It follows from (l) that a(D = f . Now let g eG2. Then g(,il{t eZ C T, and there

exists an elemenr r € I such that 0(g) {' = O(t)t- l.This implies thiat,g = r modGd. The

element t commutes with all the elements of the m,aximal 0-torus contained in ?^. Thus, the

hypotheses of hoposition l0 are satisllied; consequently, {9, 0} is sarturated'

Conolunnv. If equality ltolds in (3.2), i.e.,, if
g0n).dimc:rkg, (s.l )

thm {9, 0 , m} ts saturated.

This follows from the fact that in this case a maxirnal 0-torus is also a mocimal torus

of G, so that the hypotheses of hoposition 13 are satisfied.

3. Other speciol cases. The graded Ue algebra {g,0, m} will be called classical if G is

one of the clasical groups SI(n),.SO(n), or ,Sp(n). It will be shown in $7 that all classical

graded Lie algebras ar€ saturated, excl'uding cases n'here Cl = SZ(n) with n eYen, d is an outer

automorphism, artd m is divisible by 4f .

Irt g be an algebra of type Do, and let 0 be an outer automorphism of $ of non-

classical type, i.e., such that 03 is an inner autorno:rphism. In this calse, {9,0 } is saturated.

Indeed,let us consider a simply connested group G which has gas its Ue algebra. Its center

Z lsan elementary abelian group of orrder 4, and 0 permutes the nonidentity elements cy-

clically. Therefore, for arly g€Gs,there exists an element z GZ such that d(g)flI :
0(z)z-r, i.e., g = z mod G0. Thus, in this aw Gl = G0 Z, so that the hypotheses of hop'

osition l0 are satisfied.

fui analogous iugument shows that {g, 0} is saturated if $ is an algebra of type Eu and

d is an outer automorPhism of g.

96. A theorerl on the independence of invarirants

The notation and the hypotheses are the same as in $3. The topologicd terminology,

in contrast to the other sections, here refers to the complex topolog.y'

1. Formulation of the basic theorem. A nonsingular linear transformation of a com'

plex vector space will be called a complex reflection if it is sernisimple and leaves fixed all

of the vectors of a subspace of codimension l. ln what follows, the word "complex" will

often be omitted.

Ttreons1r 8. The Weylgroup h/ of agroded Lie algebra {9,0} is Senerated by

complex reflections.

It is known that if an algebra o,f polynomials is invariant with respect to a flnite goup

which is generated by complex reflections, then it is free, i.e .n it has arr algebraically inde-
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pendent system of'generators (see [15], [28J, an'd [27]). Taking Theorem ? into account,

we get

CoRor-l,q.Rr'. CIVIL is |ree.

It is clear that the lUeyt group of {9, l)}, considered as a linear grc,up, is the direct

product (in the serce of 92.2) of the Weyl ErouFtti of the simple components of {9, 0} and

the trivial linear group. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 8 firr the case where

g is simple. Mqre precisely, if the Weyl group of'each simple component of {9,0} is gen-

erated by reflecrtions, then the Weyl group c'f {g,0} itself is gerrerated b,y reflections.

2. A topolagtcal characterization of t,he fin,ite linear groups which are generated by

complex reflecfions. l-et I be a finite group of llinear transformations of the complex vector

space X. For any vector x € X,we will denote lby I, the stationary subgoup of x in f, i.e-,,

f, : {y €= I :'yx =' .r}. (6.1)

Pnoposllro1 14. using the above na,tationr, assume tfut dim X >'l. The group I is

generated by complex reflections if and onl;v if:
(l) the qtua,tient space (n {0})/Ia is simp'lv connected,and

(2) for every x * 0, the group f, rs ,generuted bv complex reflections.

The proof will be based on the following si:mple topological lemma-

LgrurMn. Let I be a discrete group oJ'hont,omorphisms o,f a lineat'ly connected

Hausdorff topological space X. If the quotient stace X/t is simply corln€ct€d, then I is

generated by d'ernents which lwve ftxed poi.nts in X-

h,oor. pt us denote by A the subgroup of I'which is generaterJ by all of the ele'

ments of I which have fixed points in X. 'fhis 
'n'ill be a normal factor of l. The quotient

space X/l can be thought of also as (X/A)/(l/lt). Since (by defrnition of A) l/A acts in

X/L without fixed points, it follows that the natural mapping X/ L - X/f is a covering;

moreover, sinfi: x'/l is simply connected, il. is ahomeornorphism. Consequently,A = f.
Q.E.D.

Pnoop or [h.oposruoN 14. Suppose conditions (l) and (2) are satisfied. By the

preceding lemnra, it follows from (1) that [' is ge:nerated by the subgrotrp's f, with x €

X\t0). By (2,), each of these subgroups is generated by reflections. Consequently, I is

generated by reflections, also.

Conversely, let f be generated by reflectionrs. It is known ([15], [28] , and t27])
that in this case the algebra of f-invariant polynomials is free, and that consequently X/1,,

considered as ai complex algebraic variety, iri an a[fine space of the same dimension as X.

If dim X > l, then (X\{0})/t is simply connected.

We will sho,w that for any x # 0 the group f* is generated by reilections. We denote

by Xo the subspace of all vectors which are fixecl under the action of I'r, and by X'the
subspace whicl is, compiementary to Xo and inv'ariant with respect to I'r. We consider the

restriction f; ,of f, to X'. We will show that t'i is generated by reflections; it will then

follow that f, has this property, also.

We will carry out the proof by inducliion o'n dim X'. For dim X' ( l, the assertion
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is obvious. For dim X' > l, one can apply the "if" direction of the statement from the

cases where it has already been proved. Condition (2) follows from the induction hypothesis.

We will verify condition (1); i.e., that (X'\{0})/n; is simply connected. Since X/1, can be

identified in an obvious way with the direct pnoduct (X'/l:) * Xo, jit follows that (1) is

equiralent to the condition that (X\Xo)/I', tre simply connected. We have a commutative

triangle of quotient mappings:

x + )Y/t
rx'\ / e

X7/l*

There exists a f*-invariant neighborhood U of ,x in X such that 7 U f\ U : F for T € f \ f,.i
hence , fr ,(U') is homeomorphic to r(U ) under: p. The neighborhood U can be chosen in

such a way that z(U)\a(Xo) is simply connectr:d. (This space is a neighborhood of the point

zr(x) of the complex affine space X/f minus a, complex analytic subspace of codimension

greater than one.) In this situation, zr*(U)\rr.(:X0) will be simply connected, also. On the

other hand, any closed path of (X\ Xi/t, = (X/l)\,rr(Xo) can be contracted in

zr"(U)\zr(Xo) uing the one-patameter group of transformations of X/t, ansing from the

dilations of X with c€nter at x. Consequently, (X\Xo)/f, b simply connected. Q.E.D-
We remark that the "only if" part of h'oposition 14 will not be used in the proof ol'

Theorem 8.

3. hoof of the basic theorem in the fir,st approximatictn. If we ignore one unfortunate

complication, which we will discuss below, we can cerny out the proof of Theorem 8 very

simply right now. Indeed, it is enough to check the conditions of hoposition 14 for X = c

and | - W. In doing this, we may assume thilt dim c ) 1, since otherwise the theorem is

trivial.
By Theorem 7, (c\{0i)/W is homeomorp'hic to O(Z\//), where @: V --+ V/L is the

mapping determined by the inrrariants, and ff i:i the fiber of O which contains the zero of
Y, i.e., /{ is the set of points of Y which are rnapped to zero by all of the invariants which

have no free term. [.ike every other fiber of ,tr,, the set /t' is a complex algebraic subvariety

of V having codimension equal to dimc (Corollary 2 to Theorem 4, rrnd Theorem 5). Con-

sequently, I/\.{t/is simply connected (under our assumption that dimc ) l). Furtherrnore,

since every fiber of @ is connected (the lemrna of $4.1), it follows tlut O(I/\/D is dso

simply connected. Indeed, any closed path in O(l/\ff) can be contracted to a path lying

entirely within the image of the set of points of I/\// at which Q has rnaximal rank;(3) it
can then be lifted to Iz\N. The rest is clear.

Now let x €c, and set [/, - {w €lU: rnx : x}. Every element of W, arises from

an element of Go fl Z(x) C Z(x)e . lt Z(x)0 is connected, then lrr* rs the Weyl group of

the graded Ue algebra {a(x),0}. The same is true if the algebra is saturated (in the sense

of $5). In general, however,Iil* may be sorn,ewhat larger than the Weyl grouP of {3{x), d}.

This is the complication which we mentioned at the beginning of this section.

If Theorem 8 is to be proved by induction on dim g, then we may assume that g is

() eaata in proof. It is clerr from the follouring two perrgraphs that we m8y assume by in'

duction in the proof of Theorem 8 that O(y\N) = (.\ {OIl/W is a nonringular varietv-
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semisimple. For x + O, the algebra 3(x) will not c:oincide wit"h 9, and if {3(x), 8} is saturated,

then we may assume by induction that l/, is generated by reflections. If for any x €

c\{0} the algebra {3(x),0} is saturated, or if other: considerations yield that ll, is generated

by reflections, then I/ will satisfy condition (2) of'koposition 14. Hence, in this case, I4l

will be generated by reflections.

We remark that for m -- 1 , the proof goes through without any complications, since

then we have Lz: L: AdG. This yields a new proof of the classical theorem which states

that the Weyl group of a semisimple Lie algebra is generated by reflections.

4. hoof of the basic theorem for prime fi ond for graded Lie algebra of maximal

rank. A property of graded Ue algebras will be ciiltled hereditary if whenever the algebra

{g,0} has it then the following necessarily have it, also:

a) the cornmutator {g' , 0} of {9, 0}, and

b) every graded Ue algebra of the form {A(rt), 0}, where x is a semisimple element of

gr.

If (p) is any hereditary property which entails saturation, then Theorem 8 is true for

every graded Ue algebra which posseses (P). This is evident from an analysis of the in-

duction argument given at the end of subsection 3i above.

The property "m is prime" is obviously hereditary, and hoposition l2 shows that it

entails saturation. Thus, Theorem 8 is proved for prime m.

We will show that rhe hypothesis of Proposition 13 is also a hereditary property. Let

Tbe amaximal torus of G which satisfies the hypothesis of hoposition 13, and let Sbe a

maximal d -torus contained in f. The group G derlcmposes into the almost direct product of

its commutator G' and its connected center Z. Mloreover,T: T'Z,where T'is a maximal

torus in G', and S: S'.Ss, where S'is a maximal l?-torus in G'and So is a maximal O-torus

n Z. tt is clear that the maximal torus T' of G' satisfies the hypothesis of ftopo'

sition 13. Now let x be a semisimple element of gr. We may assume that x belongs

to the Lie algebra of ^S. Then T c Z(x), and i" is a maximal torus of Z(x) which

satisfies the hypothesis of koposition 13.

Thus, Theorem 8 is proved for graded Lie algebras which satisfy the hypothesis of
proposition l3 and, in particular, for algebras which satisfy condition (5,1) of the corollary

to hoposition 13. Algebras which satisfy (5.1) will be called graded Lie algebras of macimal

rank. We remark that the property of having ma;cimal rank is also hereditary.

5. Conclusion of the proof of the basic thectrem. We denote by r the rank of the

graded Lie algebra {g,0}, i.e., dimc. Theorem 8 is true for r < 2, since then, for any

x € c\{0}, every elernent of W, is a reflection. y'r:i we showed in subsection 4, the theorem

is true when rzr is prime and also when g(m) . r == rk g. If we consider the possible values

for m and r, we can easily deduce that Theorem 13 is true for rk g ( 6.

We will show by direct calculation in $7 that Theorem 8 is true for all classical

graded l-re algebras (see the definition in $5.3). If we apply this result, then the only cases

still in question are when g is a sirnple Ue algebra of tYPe tt or f, and m - 4 or 6 and

r: 3.

ln these remaining cases, we will analyze the centralizers of the elements of the Cartan

subalgebra. lrt x e c\{0}, and let ?"* be the smrlllest g-torus whose Ue algebraL' contains
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.r. The dimension of tr is even (see $3.1), anrl hence not less than 2. The centralizer g(x)

of x decomposes into the direct sum of its center 3r, which contains tx, and its commutator

,g*. The group W* is the direct product of th,er trivial linear group with a linear gloup I/j
which acts in the space c' = c o g- and which is included between ltr(gr,0) and Ws(gx,0),

where bV Wz({,0) we mean the group of lfur,ear transformations of cx which are induced

by mappings from the group Lz({,0). Sinoe rkSt < 6, it follows that l/(gx,0) is gen-

rerated by reflections. If {gt,0} is saturated, then W'r: WW, g); consequently, I4l* is gen-

erated by reflections. The same is true if dinrct < l. Thrs, we need only'consider the case

where tg',0) is not saturated and dim c' -- 2,. Under these conditions, rkgt > 2dimc*

= 4, i.e,, rk g* = 5 or 6.

We will show in $7 that every classical g;raded Ue algebra {9,0,m} is saturated, ex-

cept for the cases where $ is an algebra of tyrpe Arr* r (k b l), 0 is an outer automorphisrn

and m is divisibleby 4- In these exceptional cases, lW"($,0): W(9,0)l =2,and here, too,

Wz(b,0) is generated by reflections. Taking into account the results in $5.3, we see that

ltr, rnay fail to be generated by reflegtions orrJy in the following two cases:

l) g* is an algebra of type As * As,r,4 - 4, and 0 induces an outer automorphism

of each of the components of gr;
Z) g* is an algebra of type 8r, and 0 i:nduces an inner automorphism of g".

In both cases, g is an algebra of type E'r.

Lpt T' be a |-invariant maximal torus oI' Gx; then T = T'Tx is a maximal torus of t3,

and w : 0lt is an element of the Weyl group l[yG) of g.

ln the first case, there exists an elemenl! w' of the Weyl group of g* (which has a

natural embeddin g n W(g)) such that wo : w'w acts on t' as multiplication by - I . Since

- t € l/(g), ir follows that -wo € [/(g), also. The mapping -wo, which is the tdentity

transformation on t', has to decompose into tlhe product of reflections with respect to roots

which are orthogonal to t'. [t is easy to see, however, that there iue no such roots; there'

fore, w0: L Consequently, w =-I ontx,rvhich contradicts the construction of tt.
In the second case, there exists an eleme,nt w' of the Weyl grouP of gt such that wo

= w'w acts as the identity of t'; hence wo decomposes into the product of reflections with

respect to roots which are orthogonal to t'. lrt is easily seen that such roots form a systern

of type Ar. Therefore, on tt, either w2 = I or ur3 - l, which again contradic'ts the con"

struction of tr. This concludes the proof of ifheorem 8.

$7- Classical Sraded Lie algebras

l. Definition. The graded Ue algebra 1.g,0, m) will be called classtcal if the corre-

sponding group G is one of the classical groups SL(V), SO(V, B), or Sp(V',8), where V its

an ndimensional vector space and I is a nondegenerate symmetric or skew-symmetric bi-

linear form" Four cases are possible:

Fint cose. G = SL(V) and O(il = oga- r, where a e GL(V)'

Second case. G : SO (V, B) and 0(g) '== sg{ r, where a eO(V, B).

Third cose. G - Sp(V, B) and g(g) - a*o-r, where a € Sp(V, B)'

Fourth case. G : SL(V) and 0(d : (S'*)-i, where the asterisk indicates the adjoint

with respect to the nondegenerate bilinear funLction B,i.e.,B(gx,y): B(x,S*y) for x,y
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€ V;in this case, 02(g) = aga-l , where a e SL(l/) :s defined by the condition B(x,.v) =

B(y, ax).

ln what follows, we will assume that m 4 - (if' tn = @, then each element of go for

k + O is nilpotent; see $2.6). [t is clear in the fourt]r case that n is even.

\l/e introduce the following notation

( m in the first, second, and third mses,
nlO- \' t m,/2 in the fourtlh cas€'

2ni
o) : exp 

-,m
2ni

0o == uxP 
,u

Y (X) : {x = V 's.x : i\,.r} (}, e C),

The linear operator a can always be chosen in such away that am 0 : t 1;then l':
Er=s Ir(tr), where 5 = {}.: }.-0 = 1} or 5 = {tr: tr'oo = -l}.

lln every case (except the first, where there is :no ^8)

B (ax,6g) : B ('', Y) tl'u' ll € t')'

Hence B(l/().), V(tt)): 0 for ),9 * l.
Ihe space gi( consists of tinear operators,,4 whi.ch satisfy the conditions

AVQicI'(rfi), TrA:0,
B (,Lr, g) + B (x, Ay) :0 in the second and third cases'

B (,4x, il +ol^8 (x, Ay\:Ct in the fourth case'

In particular, go is the set of linear operators with trace zero which satisfy the conditions

A\' (1") C l,'().), B (Ax, d -i B (x,'1y) : g.

The group G0 consists of linear operators g €,SL(l/) satisfying the conditions

gY (f) : l' (),), B (gr, gtt) : B (x, il.
Except for the case whete G = SO(f) and t1 €S, the group Gd is connected. In this

case, [C0: Gsl = 2; the group Go is distinguished iur G0 Uy the condition detglrr(r) = l-
Z. The Cartan subspace. We separate the clasn;ical graded Ue algebras into three types

in accordance with the following table.

Type I Ty'pe II Type III

First case
Second case
Third case
Fowth case

t-.LteS I *o odd
-:f€S | ^o odd

+ S, .- I e Sl ftto even
J

The rank r of a classical graded Ue algebra is defintlri by
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{ min {dirn l'(1.)}
I reS

f :l
l*nIIaimv(i'tl1ties[L 2 J.,i

except for the first case with m : l, when r : n

We construct a basis of the Cartan subspace

subspaces t/(}.) into a direct sum

and lll,

We decompose each of the

for type I.,

for types II

- l.
c as follows.

y (1,) : ly; (t) -i- Y' (I)

in such a way that

dirn L'r 6,) - I 1 for tYPe I'
' 12 for types II and III

and that the subspaces {{ = Ex Ur(I) (i = I , r) and V' = tr I/'(}.) are painvise ortho'
gonal with respect to.B. We define an operartor q (f = 1 , . . ., r) thus:

CrU t (tr) : U1 (orol), CiU,, :0 for i -# t, CrV" : 0,

B (Cpc, y) + B (r,Ciy) =, Q in the second and third cases,

B (C;x, !/) + aB (x,C,;g) :' Q in the fourth case.

ln addition, writing e i= Cilur,we require ttrat

e!"u -- I for types I and II,

e;'" --- I fcrr type III.

ThenCr,...,CrformabasisoftheCartansubspace,exceptinthefirstcasewithn=1,
whenc= {DtiCi'Eti=0}.

When we prove Proposition 16, it will bre important for us to know that

det?i: {t- l''"''' lll llii I,
t - t for tYpe III.

3. The Weyt group. Except for the fi:rst case when m = l, the Weyl group of every

classical graded Lie algebra consists of mononniai transformations (with respect to the basis

Cr,,..,C,,which is described in subsectio:n 2). Following Shephard and Todd [28] ,we
will denote by G(m,p,r): G(m,p) the grclLrp of monomial linear transformations of r-

dimensional complex space which have nonzero coefficients satisfying

xT - t, liff r')-" : t.

The order of this group is P-tm'rt'-
Using this terminology, we can describe the Weyl groups of the classical graded Ue

algebras as follows:

For types I and ll,W - G(mo, l), exc;ept for the first case with m: I and for the

second case when + I €S and f'(J l) = 0; irr this latter case, W : G(mo,2).

s
a'.1
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For type III, I4l -- G(Tmo,l), except for the second case when V'1t l) = O, and for

the fourth case when t I e .s and v'(1) = 0; in threse cases, ll = G(2mo,2).

It is easy to see that the linear group G(m,p,,r) is generated by complex reflections

for any il, p, and r. Thus, we haYe

h.oposrrroN 15. The Weyl group of any cl,assicsl graded Lie algebra is generated by

complex reflecttons.

4. Saturatton. As in $6-5,we denote by ll,, the group of linear transformations of c
which are generated by the elernents of the group G! $ee (22)) which map c into itself.

Saturation means that l4t 2 = Wi this is equivalent to the condition that every coset of G97

with respect to Go contain an element which comtrlutes with Cr, . . . , Cr.

PnoposlrroN 16. Every classical graded Lie rzlgebra is saturated,except fitr the fourth

case with t I e S and V'Q) - 0; in this case,Wz == G(m,l).

(Thus, in the exceptional case, lWt: lll :2,and lU7 is also generated by reflections.)

The proof consists of an analysis of the various cases. First of all, we remark that in

the case where Go * Gd (see subsection 1), we can find an element g Ln G0 \Go which

cornmutes with Cr,. .. ,Cri namely,

t--l onUr,ffid
8: I ,on IJt for i+Iandonv,

(see the notation in subsection 2). Therefore, in o,tder to verify saturation, it is enough to

check in every case that each coset of G'swith respect to G0 contains an element which

commutes with Cr, . . ., Cr.

Welet C:E\Ci.
First case. We have tC!: C9J = m/d.,where, d is the smallest natural number which

satisfies the condition that dim lzlard),) : dim I,(),) for all ), € S. The group GqttCo is

cyclic; its generating clas consists of the g € SI(l/) such that grn(I) = Z(odtr). From this

class we can select an element of the form kcd + (l',where k € C and C'eGL(V'), which

commutes with Cr, . . ., Cr.

secondandthirdcdses'wehavelcfl:c0J==1or2;thelatteroccurswhen
dim l/(-tr) : dim Z(tr) for all tr e S, and, in the second case, when dim I/(i) is even. Tlr.e

class flfe consists of those geG for whichgt/Cl) - V(- I). This class contains an element

oftheforrnkc^/z+C',wherek€CandC'eGL(V'),whichcommuteswittnCr,...,Cr.
Fourth case. (a) n odd. We have lC|, Gel -- n, and every coset of G07 with respect

ro Go contains an element of the center Z of G, i.tl-,G2: G0Z.

(b) n even, and I €S. We have lGl: Gel == n/2, and GL = Ge Z'

(c) n even and I € S. We have lCl: Co! .=i n, and lcfi: G0 Zl : /. Among the

cosets of Ggrwith respect to Gg, there is one whir;h is not contained in G0z and which

consists of the g e SL(l/) for which gy(I) - V(\) and B(g*,g) = eB(x,y), where € =
exp(Zri/n). Setting g: €'hh, we find that h has the properties det ft - -l,hr'(\) - V()\),

and B(hx, hy) = B(x, y). lf V'(l) + 0, then we take ft to be the transformation which is

the identity on E\U, * El+r Z'(\) and which acts; on V'(l) as an orthogonal transformation
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with determinant - 1, and we get a transfomnation g from this coset which commutes with
Cr, . . . , Cr. lf mo is odd (or, equivalently, if - I gS), then we can achieve the same re-

sult by letting h aet as multiplication by - I in U, and as the identity in Ei*, U, + V' .

Finally, if V'(l) = 0 and rno is even, then th:is coset contains no transformation which
comrnutes with Cr, , . . , Cri it does, howevrlr, contain a transforrnation which comrnute$

with Cr,. . . ,C, and which maps C, to tsCl the gloup W2 which is generated by ltl and

this transformation is G(m, l).

$8. Oassification of the simple graded Lie algebras

and of the linear goups wl[ich are assocbted with them
1. The covering algebra. The uniform description of the simple periodically graded

Ue algebras (as well as of the periodic autonrorphisms of these algebras) is due to Kac [13] .

His method consists in putting a Z^graded lie algebra g into correspondence with its
"coveing" infi nitedimensional Z-graded Ue algebra

0t : U CIrC CY.r't13 g, Ofu : toso,
heZ

wheregp denotes the grading subspace of gwhose index is the residue class k modulo z.
The algebra @ becomes a linitedimensional l|.lu, r-l ]-algebra if we define multiplication by

u by the formula ux = { x (x € CI). Then '*'e have

UUP === s,kl^,

The algebra g is obtained from g (as an algebra over C) by factoring by the ideal

(u - l)€. When this happens, each of the grerding subspaces of @ is mapped isomorphically

onto the corresponding gfading subspace of {},, ln particular, go is isomorphic to 60, and its

representation in gr (induced by the adjoint representation of g) is equiralent to the repre-

sentation of 6e h 6* which is induced by th.e adjoint representation of 6.
It follows from the results of (13) that if g is simple, then the Clu,u-tlqlgebra @,

not considered as a graded algebra, depends only on the class of the automorphism A (which

delines the given gradation,t? g) modulo the lyoup of innu automorphisms.

We will use the terrn Kac algebra to refer to a C fu, u* I ] -algebra @ ('without regard for

its gradation) which is obtained in the above :manner firom a simple periodically graded Ue

algebra {g, g}. The period of g modulo the Spoup of inner automorphisms of g will be

called Lhe index of the Kac algebra 0, and th,g type of g, together with its index, will be

called the t.ype of 6. (The index can equal | , 2, or 3.)

The clasification of the simple Z^graded Ue algebras reduces to the classification of
the Kac algebras and their Zgradations over C which satisfy (8.2). Both of these problems

were solved by Kac ([l2l and [13]). We formulate these results in the following section.

2- Construction of the Kac algebra. f,very Kac algebra g of index .r can be graded as

an algebra over C using a free abelian group .zl (with a finite number of generators):

({3 .1 )

(8.2)

(8.3)g:Ioo
oeA

in zuch a way that the following conditions il.re satisfied:

(l) ,6o : 0o*r,where p is an element of A (not depending on c) which is divisible

by s.
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(Z) The subalgebra t: 6o (where 0 denotes the zero of the group ,a) is commutative.

(3) There exjsts a homomorphism c --+ a of A into the conjugate space t* of t such

that lft,"] :q(h)xforh ctandx€6o'
(4) a = 0 if and only if a is a multiple of v,ts-

The elements a € A for which 6o * 0 are called roots. Roots which are rnultiples of

v/s are calied singular (Kac calls them "irnaginary",). Nonsingular roots have properties

analogous to those of the roots of a simple finitedi:rnensional Ue algebra. In particular, if

CI is a nonsingular root, then dim @o'- 1.

The [near functionals which correspond to thrg roots generate t*'
There exists a "system of simple roots" [I wh.ich has the following properties:

l) All of the elements of [I are nonsingular r'oots'

2) II is a basis of A.

3) The nonzero coordinates of any root with respect to the basis f[ have the same sign.

The number of simple roots is, clearly, one n'lore than the dimension of t-

@is generated as an algebra over C by elemelnts eo € Oo,fo€ 6-o, and ho € t
(a € tl) which satisfy the reiations

[eo, /.r] : Its, [es, fp] : 0 for a + p,
(8.4)

[ho, epl : rtsp€|,, [ho'lp.l : € nolf F,

where the nop = A(hJ are integers which satisfy the conditions flclo = Z,ncjg { 0 for s + g,

and nopn,* ( 4; moreover, if frrF= 0, then ftBo= Cr also. The matrix (nop: CI,p € n) is the

Cartan matrix,and is an invariant of the Kac algebra 6 which completely determines its

structure. As in the theory of finitedimensional semisimple Ue algebras, the Cartan matrix

is conveniently described by using '1 "pynkin diagrum", which is a graph whose vertices

correspond to the simple roots; the vertices o and fl are joined by'a (nopnpe)'fold edge, and

if fnopl ] lnpal, then this edge is oriented in the cl:irection from a to F-

If g is a simple Ue aigebra with a grading whjich comes from a (periodic) inner auto-

morphisrn, then the Cartan matrix of the Kac algelbra arising from g coincides with an aug-

mentation of the Cartan matrix of g. In this case, there is a natural one-toone correspon'

dence between n and an extension of the system 0f simple roots of g. Moreover, the co-

ordinates ol' the singular root p with respect to the basis fl are the same as the coefficients

of the linear dependence among the elements of the extended system of simple roots of g,

provided this dependence relation js normalized in such a way that the coefficient of the

shortest root equals one.

The Dynkin diagrams of the Kac algebras of :index 2 and 3 are as follows:,

e'i @>2)

A,:,

l+t{\\Z
O-Jo----O- . . . ----O:--?o

'|o
r.l

o
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L

i+ '1"...-=otr+o

z',lL 2. 7,1

O===)tC---+-- -' " --{€o
ZbOr+zo-o#
363off:e-+

AI:)-,@)2)

DN,

F,e\tLrs

DI')

(Th" type is shown on the left, the number inr parentheses being the index; the nurnbers near

the vertices of the Dynkin diagams are the coordinates of the singular root v in the basis

II; the number of vertices is equal to n * l.)
We will now describe the Zaradations o[ the Kac algebras. I-et p: A + Z be a non-

trivial homomorphism such that p(o) ) 0 for cr € II. For any k eZ, we set

6n: )l @o,

p(trl):t

and we get a Zgraded algebra 6. In addition,, we have u@* = 6**^, where m = p(u) ) tl.

Conversely, every ZArzded algebra 6 which sartisfies (82) for some natural number m eanbe

obtained in the above runner by an appropriette choice of an AAradation (8.3), a rystem

II of simple roots, and a homomorphism p. I[ we denote by uo (c € tI) the coordinates of

the singular root v in the basis fl, then

,7: : u"p(s.).
ceII

Thus, the simple, periodically graded Lie algebra tg, 0,mJ is determined by the Dynkin

diagram of its corrcring Kac algebra, where the diagram is equipped with nunrericd indices

p(a) which satisfy (8,6). Two simple graded Lie algebras are isomorphic if and only if their

corresponding diagrams (taking the indices int,o account) are isomorphic.

3. Description of the associated linear gt'oup. In the notation of subsection 2, let IIo

be a proper subset of the system II of simple roots of the algebra 6. The subalgebra

g([s) of 6 which is generated (as an algebra over C) by the elements eo , fa, aill.d ho (a E

n0) is a finited,imensional semisimple Lie alge,trra. The elements ho (a € nq) form a basis

of its Cartan subalgebra t(IIo), and the matrh: (no1: a, P e [Io) is its Cartan matrix. The

root sptem of g([s) can be identified with th,e set of roots of 0 which have expressions in

which only the simple roots belonging to [Io aPpear.

Subalgebras of the form g([o) will be called standard subalgebras of 0.
I-et us consider a Zgraded algebra @ de;fimed by (8.5). We will show how one can

iocate the subalgebra 6o and determine its rep:resentation in @r. To do thls, we separate

the system Il of simple roots into three subsets:

(8.s)

(8.6)
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(8.7)

(8.8)

(8.e)

ln addition, we set

It is clear that

[o: {o e t7: p (o) : 0},

lr:{aeII:p(q) :l},
flz:{a=lI:p(o)}2}.

S (nJ : ift e t: a 1ir) -= g for c = IIo).

0o:S(nJ+3(lls),
where g(ns) is the commutator of 00, and a(no) is its center.

We denoteby Ao the subgroup of A which is generated by the set [Io. Then

6, : : (i, (rr), where' 6,(n) : X . CJU' (S.10)
cenr' F€c+A'

Each of the subspaces 6r (a) is invariant with re$pect to 60. We will show that 6o acts

ineducibly in 6, (a).

First of all, it is clear that the subspaces 6p,where Pea * Aer rr€ weight spaces for

this action (with respect to the Cartan subalgebra 1f) and that eo is a lowest-weight vector.

I-et us suppose that there exists another lowest-weight vector epe @p(F €a *,40 and

F * a). Since I - q is a linear combination of sirnple roots of 6o whose coefficients are

nonnegative integers, it is known (ser, for example, [5] , $9, Exercise 5) that p; must be a

weight of an irreducible representation of 6o with lowest weight d. Hence, dirn 6g72.
This means that B is the singular root (see subsection 2) of 6. [n a decomposition of p with

respect to the simple roots, each coefficient must lbe positive; otherwise, F would be a root

o[ some finitedimensional standard subalgebra, whrich is impossible, since g = 0. On the

other hand, P e a * Ao. Consequently, [I = [Io t-l {o}, i.e., fl, _ {a} and ilt.:9; more-

over, the coefficient of a in the decomposition o1'p with respect to simple roots equals one.

Hence, 0: u/s and m: uo = s, where s is the irndex of 6. It is easy to see that in every

case where [l = {a}, IIz : fr and uo,: s, we have that the representation of 6o in 6,
does not contain the zero representation (for s = I this is the adjoint representation of a

semisimple Ue algebra, and for s : 2 it is the isotropy representation of a symmetric space).

Consequently, F :0 cannot be a lowest-weight vector.

We sum up the results which we have obtairned.

h,oposnrox 17. Let {g,0,m} be a simpll,e'graded Lie algebra,and let 6be its
covering Kac algebra (whose type is defined to bet the type of g together with the period of
0 modulo the group of inner automorphisms). For oft appropriate choice of an A'gradation

(8.3) and a system tI of simple roots of 6, there exrsts a homomorphism p: A + Z such

that p(q) 7 0 for c € II and p(v) : m (which is e'quivalent to (8.6)), and such that the Z'

gradation of @ defined in accordance with (8.5) t:oincides with the Z-gradation (8.1) aising

from the grodation of g. Deline subsets [0,[r C I] by (8.7), The algebrago is naturally

isomorphic to the subalgebra g(tlo) + 3(no) of @l defined at the beginning of rhis section;

in addition, the representation of 9o in gr decctmposes into the sum of ineducible
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representations which correspond to'the elemernts of fr r. More precisely, iJ' we identify go
lvttft g(IIo) + 3(IIe), then the subalgebra t = (lo (where 0 is the zero of A) wilt be a Cartan

subalgebra of go,llowill be a system of simple roots,and the elements of n, will be lowest-
weight vectors of the ineducible components a,f the representation of go rn gr.

We make a few additional practical observations. The sernisimple component of gs is
determined by its Dynkin diagram, which is the simple part of the Dynkin diagrarn of @

which corresponds to the subset n0 C Il. The irreducible components of the representation
of go in gr are determined by the indices of threir highest weights. In order to dete rmine rthe

indices of the highest weight of the irreducible component which corresponds to'an element

a € [I,, it is necessary to multiply the indices ,a(h) 0 e IIo) of its lowesr weight (which
are easily determined using the Dynkin diagrarrr of 6) by - t and to permute them in accor-
dance with a standard involutive automorphisrnr of the Dynkin diagram o1 9o (see, for ex-

ample, t5]). However, if we are interested no,t in the representation sf go, but rather in the

linear group f (9, 0) which is determined by it, then we need not make the latter permutation.

fu regards the action of the center t(no) of go in gr , it is easily described in the

following fashion. In the irreducible subspace'which corresponds to the element c € [r, the

action is scalar, with weight oo = al31ne). Two cases are posible:
First case: frz = 6. The weights oo satirs:fy the one relation

a€fIr

Second case: fl, * g. The oo are independent.

In the second case, L(9, 0) contains all sc;alar transformations. Consequently, all of
the invariants are constant in this e$, and the Cartan subspace is zero, i.e., the rank of the

graded Ue algebra {9, 0} is zero.

Frorn the analysis of the action of the o:'nter of go in g' we get

Fhopostrtor.r 18. The group L(9,0) is stctmisimple iJ'and only if frz = d and fl, con-

srirs o/ one elementi in this case, it is ineducilttre as a linear group.

$9. The Weyl groups of the exceptionat graded Lb algebras

whose asociated linear ipoups arc semisimple

1. Formulation of results. In this section, we will consider simple graded Ue algebras

which are not classical. These will be called e:rceptional. The Dynkin diagams of their

covering Kac algebras have the following form {ithe nurnbers near the vertices are the co-

efficients in the decomposition of the singular root r.r with respect to the simple roots):

(8.1 r)

F(l )
"6
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We will confine ourselves to the graded Ue algebras {9, 0, m} whose associnted linear

groups L(g,0, ^) are semisimple. According to F'roposition 18, this occurs when frz:fr
and II , consists of one element, say CI' . This one, simple root as, sPP€sring on the Dynkin

diagram of the covering algebra 6, completely defines the algebra {g, 0,m}, the number rn

being equal to the coefficient of ao in the decomposition of the singular root v. The Dynkinr

diagram of go is obtained from the Dynkin diagram of 6 by deieting the vertex which cor-

responds to qo. The representation o;90 in gr is irreducible; the indices of its highest

weight are found by the method described in $8..3.

In all, there are28 such graded Ue algebra,s. The linear groups and the Weyl groups

which are associated with them are shown on the following table.
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We will give an explanation of the table. In, the column entitled "got 9,", w€ give the

scheme of the simple roots of go with the indices of the highest weight of its representation

in gr. (This also defines the linear group L(9,0'.1,) In the column entitled '?n', w€ give the

type of the stationary subalgebra 6 "in general position" for the representation of go h gt;

this can be found using tables of Elafvili(t291, [,10]). The symbolTn used in this column

refers to the Ue algebra of the ndimensional algebraic torus. In the column entitled "r",
we give the rank r of the corresponding graded ljre algebra, which is equal to the codimension

of an orbit "in general position" of L(g,0), i.e.,tlimgl -dim9o * dimB. In the columh

entitled "W", we give the Weyl group ltr. The symbol Zn used in this column denotes the

cyclic group of order n actingin onedimensional space, while W(Xr) denotes the Weyl group

of a simple Ue algebra of type Xr; to denote the remaining finite linear groups, all of which

are generated by cornplex reflections, we use the notation of Shephard and Todd 1281 .

Of geatest interest, perhaps, is the graded Ije algebra listed as number 9 in the table.

The linear group associated with it is SI (9), which acts naturally in the sPace of trivectors

of gdimensional vector space. This algebra is carefully investigated in [6] , where, in par-

ticular, an explicit description of the Cartan sub:rllgebra is given along with generators of the

Weyl group (see [3], also).

2. Computation of the lVeyt groups o!'thct graded Lie algebras of maximal rank.

PnoposlrroN 19. Let {g, 0 , m} be a redu'crive algebraic graded Lie algebra satisfying

(5.1), let c C g, be a C-artan subspace of {g, 0 , nt\ , let t be the (unique) Cartan subalgebra

of gwhich contains c,and let ll(g) be the lleyl tyoup of gwith respect tot- Denote by @

the restriction of 0 to t and by W(g)o the centr,alizer of @ in W(g). Then the group con'

sisting of the restrictions of the elements of l/(g)o to c fs isomorphic to the lleyl group

ll(9,0) of {9, 0} with respect to c.

Pnoor. t is the smallest algebraic subalgellra of g which contains c (see 53.1). There'

fore, when its action is restricted to c, I/(g)e is mapped isomorphically onto some grouP,

which we will denote by the same symbol. It is obvious that W(g,O) c t/(g)e. Conversely,

every element w e ll$)o arises from an element g € G which satisfies the condition 0(g)

= g mod T, where I is a maximal torus of G harring t as its Ue algebra. Since to : 0, it

follows thar there exists an elernent r€ Zsuch rlhat 0(r)t-t = O(ddt. Replacinggby

t-tg, we may assume that g belongs to G0. Hence, w € W(g,0)'

In the cases where the hypothesis of koposition t9 is satisfied, the group [(g)o =
W(g, g) can be found using the following result of Springer [221. l.et I C GL(f) be a

finite linear group which is generated by comple>l reflections. We will say that a vector

x e U is regular if its stationary subgroup in I is trivial. Set <^r : exp(znri/m), and let @ €

GL(U) be a periodic linear transformation such that OfO-l = | and such that the eigen-

space U(g, c,t) = {x € U: @x : ci.x} contains a regular vector. Then the centrahzer of @

in f, restricted in its action to U(O, <^r), is isomrorphic to f(O, o), which is generated by

complex reflections. Moreover, the degrees of th,e basis invariants of f(O, <^r)) are defined in

the following simple fashion. L€t the basis in'sariants f ,, . . . , f, of I' be chosen in such a

way that rhe /; are homogeneous polynomials of degree dr, respectively, and that OIr' =

eiftQ = I,
those d, fol which .,-ot : 1.
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If the hypothesis of Proposition 19 is satisfired, then an element x in general position

in the Cartan subspace c is a regular element of g, since 3(x) : ?(c) : 3(t) : t. It is known
that the property of reguiarity is equivalent to the triviality of the stationary subgroup of x
in ry(g). Thus, the above result of Springer canr be applied in this case to the space (J = t,
the group | = [/(g), and the transformation @ which is defined as in hoposition 19. The

space U(O, cr) will then coincide with c, and I1(O, c^r) will coincide with l4(,g,0). At the

same time, we also get a proof that I/(9, 0) is g;enerated by complex reflections (in the cases

under consideration). It needs to be noted, ho'rvever, that knowledge of the degrees of the

basis invariants of l/(9, d) does not in general ,enable one to identify it uniquely with one of
the groups in Shephard and Todd's list (even il'it is known that it is irreducible).

3. Inclusions among the singalar goded Lie algebras. fuiother consideration which

helps in calculating the Weyl group of a gradedt Ue algebra is as follows: if the graded Ue

algebra {9, d, rni is a homogeneous subalgebra of the graded Lie algebre {g', 0', m}, then

one may assume that c C c', so that W(g,0) is the restriction of a subgroup of W(g' ,0')
to c.

In particular, if g is the semisimple compon€nt of the centralizer of an element .x € c'',

and if {9,0} is saturated, then the discussion iln $6.3 shows that t/(9, 0) is the stationary

subgroup of x in W(g',0'). lf W(g',0') is kno'rrrn, then W(g,0) can be found from Shephard

and Todd's table [28] . This method can be applied, for example, to the chain of inclusions

s(26)cs(:))Cs(e),

where g0/) denotes the graded Ue algebra appearing as number // in the table in subsection

l.
Another nice case is where the ranks of ,.{J, 0} and {g' ,0'} coincide. trn this case we

have c = c', and also that I/(9, 0) is isomorphic to a subgroup of W(g' ,0'), This occurs,

for example, in the foUowing chains of inclusiotts:

s(26)Cs(17),

s(2)cs(5) cs(10),

s(23) c s (6) c s (12).
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